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Track Listing: 
 

01. more storms 

02. voodoo chile 

03. don´t be afraid to be 

04. I got a crush on you 

05. the ballad of billy 

06. ain´t no fool 

07. riders on the storm 

08. hoochie mama 

09. ruby red lips 

10. low light 

11. everything´s alright 
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do you like Vodka? I do! a lot!! I like it straight, with or without ice. 
doesn’t matter. oh, gimme a second…I think I should have one while I 
keep writing this. but I don’t know…. should I mix me a “Bloody Mary”? 
with a dash of lime-sirup and some lemon-pepper and 4 or 5 dashes of 
Tabasco sauce. it’s so damn’ spicy. it really makes you wake up at any 
time of the day;-)))) . or  how about a “White Russian”? with milk and 
Kahlua coffee liquor. mhhhh.  nice but dangerous! makes you weak in 
the knees. watch your step, buddy! (somebody, once told me “drinking 
ain’t dangerous – it’s the falling down when you’re drunk”.) or should I 
get serious? with Martini and olives? too serious! for now… maybe I’ll 
add some grapefruit-juice. this one’s really a blast. yes, that’s the good 
thing about Vodka. you can mix it up with almost anything – you just 
gotta know how to do it - and it tastes great! even with orange juice…. 
the legendary “Screwdriver”. but be careful. don’t screw it up or 
overdose. this might cause a nice lil’ hangover and bring the blues to 
your house (unless you already have it!).  
do you like the Blues? I do! a lot!! I like it……..;-))))) ……. 
 
oliver mally 

 
 
 
"radio" :  the first studio release in six years of austrias no.1  
contemporary blues band, "sir" oliver mally's blues distillery, seves us  
a strong cocktail of blues mixed with various styles like chill-out,  
lounge, rock'n roll, pop.... if it's possible? yes, it is! you'll find tasty and 
fanciful arrangements as well as powerful live  
performances. and the whole blend sounds like it was the most natural  
thing on earth to do.but as the liner-notes say : "blues is like vodka.  
you can mix it up with almost anything -- you just gotta know how to do  
it". 
 

 

 

"the best album between rock and blues, that I've heard in this  
millennium. it's creativity sets standards. an absolute must!" 

      Dietmar Hoscher, Concerto 
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